1 Historical Development and Future Challenges

Tunnelling developed rapidly during the industrialisation at the start of the 19th century with the building of the railway network. In hard rock, this was by drilling and blasting. The first stage of the developing mechanisation of tunnelling therefore was the development of efficient drills for drilling holes for the explosive [96]. There were also attempts to excavate the rock completely by machine.

The story of the development of the first tunnel boring machines contains, besides the technically successful driving of the Channel Tunnel exploratory tunnels by Beaumont machines, many attempts, which failed due to various problems. Either the technological limits of the available materials were not observed or the rock to be tunnelled was not suitable for a TBM. The early applications were successful where the rock offered the ideal conditions for a TBM.

The first tunnelling machines were not actually TBMs in the true sense. They did not work the entire face with their excavation tools. Rather the intention was to break out a groove around the wall of the tunnel. After this had been cut, the machine was withdrawn and the remaining core loosened with explosives or wedges. This was the basic principle of the machine designed and built in 1846 by the Belgian engineer Henri-Joseph Maus for the Mount Cenis tunnel (Fig. 1-1). The machine worked with hammer drills chiselling deep annular grooves in the stone, dividing the face into four 2.0 × 0.5 m high stone blocks. Although this machine demonstrated its performance capability for two years in a test tunnel, it was not used for the construction of the Mount Cenis tunnel because of doubts about the drive equipment. The compressed air to power the drills was to be provided by water powered compressors at the portal and fed to the machine through pipes. Considering the 12,290 m length of the tunnel, Maus expected that only about 22 kW of the 75 kW generated would arrive at the machine. It also turned out that the material used at that time could not resist the wear during tunnelling. The result would have been increased wear of the bits. Despite these problems, Maus assumed an average advance rate of 7 m, or considering downtime for cutter change, 5 m per day.

The American Charles Wilson developed and built a tunnel boring machine as early as 1851, which he first patented in 1856 (Fig. 1-2). The machine had all the characteristics of a modern TBM and can thus be classified as the first machine, which worked by boring the tunnel. The entire face was excavated using disc cutters, which Wilson had already developed in 1847 and applied for a patent for. The tools were arranged on a rotating cutter head and the thrust required for cutting was resisted by pressure sideways against the rock. In comparison with modern TBMs, the integration of a rotating mounting for the disc cutters stands out. The mounting plate was arranged with its rotational axis perpendicular to the tunnel centreline in the cutter head holder, which combined with the rotation of the outer cutting head to cut a hemispherical face. Wilson’s machine underwent various tests in 1853. After advancing about 3 m in the Hoosac tun-
Figure 1-1
Tunnelling machine by H.-J. Maus, Mount Cenis tunnel, 1846 [159]

Figure 1-2
First tunnel boring machine by C. Wilson, Hoosac tunnel, 1853 [127]
nel (Boston, USA), the machine proved, because of problems with the disc cutters, unable to compete with the established drill and blast method.

After his experiences with the TBM at the Hoosac tunnel, Wilson applied for a patent in 1875 for an improved version of the machine (Fig 1-3). This was based on a completely new design of cutting head; no longer was the entire face to be excavated with cutting tools, but only an external ring and a central hole. This was to be achieved by mounting disc cutters at the outer rim and the rotational axis of the cutting wheel. After reaching the maximum cut depth, the machine had to be withdrawn to enable the remaining core to be loosened using explosives. The advantage was the precise profile of the excavation. This type of excavation with outer groove and central drilled hole proved to work well and was also used for other early tunnel driving machines like that of Maus, and this type of excavation has also been used from time to time since.

Also in 1853, the same year as Wilson was testing his first machine in the Hoosac tunnel, the American Ebenezer Talbot developed a tunnelling machine, which worked using disc cutters and a rotating cutting wheel. But this construction had the disc cutters arranged in pairs on swinging arms on the cutting wheel (Fig. 1-4). The combination of the rotation of the cutting head and the movement of the cutting arms enabled the excavation of the entire face. Talbot’s machine failed in the first tests boring a section of diameter 5.18 m. Looked at with modern eyes, it is possible to recognise in the arrangement of the disc cutters on cutting arms parallels to the System Bouygues (see Fig. 3-36) tunnelling machines used in the 1970s.
Cooke and Hunter (Wales) proposed an entirely new system with their patent from 1866 (Fig. 1-5). Instead of a cutting wheel turning about the tunnel centreline, three drums rotated about a horizontal axis transverse to the tunnel. The central drum had the largest diameter and ran ahead of the others, while the outer drums extended the cross section. The excavated section had a box shape with right-angled extensions. The direction of rotation was meant to clear the muck from the face during boring. The machine was never built, but the idea of a rotating extraction drum was found again fifty years later in tunnelling machines like the “Eiserner Bergmann” (Iron Miner) (see Fig. 1-8).

After Frederick E. B. Beaumont had already applied for a patent in 1863 for a tunnelling machine equipped with chisels and used this unsuccessfully for the construction of a water tunnel, he applied in 1875 for a patent for a tunnel boring machine with a rotating cutting wheel (Fig. 1-6).

The cutting wheel consisted a number of radial arms mounted on the end of a horizontal shaft. The tapered cutting arms were fitted with steel bits. The tip of the drilling bit formed a large conically ground chisel. The driving force was to be produced by a hydraulic pump driven by compressed air.

This patent was taken up by Colonel T. English and further developed for his own machine, for which he applied for a patent in 1880 [159]. There were cylindrical holes in the cutting arms for the drilling tools, into which chisel bits were screwed. The new idea of this construction was that the bits could be exchanged without having to withdraw the machine from the face. The arrangement of the bits on the two cutting arms was designed to cut concentric rings into the working face, so the remaining rock
Figure 1-5
Tunnelling machine by Cooke and Hunter, U.K. patent No. 433, 1866 [159]

Figure 1-6
Tunnel boring machine by Beaumont, U.K. patent No. 4166, 1863 [159]
between the grooves would break off during cutting. A lower frame formed the base frame of the machine with equipment to carry away the muck and the drive for the drilling head. An upper frame held the actual drilling equipment, which was pushed forward by a hydraulic cylinder. So it was possible for the first time to push the cutter head forward without releasing the bracing of the machine to the tunnel walls. This system allowed high blade pressure and is still a principle of modern TBM.

Beaumont built two machines to the patent of Colonel T. English in 1881 and used them to drive the Channel Tunnel (Fig. 1-7). The machines worked there very successfully from 1882 until 1883, when the work was stopped for political reasons. Altogether 1,840 m were driven on the French side and 1,850 m on the English side. The maximum daily advance rate was 25 m, a considerable achievement for that time [100].

There was no further application of tunnelling machines in the next decades. They were, however, successfully used in mining for cutting relatively soft rock. In the first half of the 20th century, tunnelling machines were used for driving galleries in potash mines. The first version from 1916/1917, called the “Eiserner Bergmann”, had a rotating roller fitted with steel cutters as a cutting wheel, which on account of its dimensions produced rectangular sections (Fig. 1-8).

The next generation of gallery cutting machines built by Schmidt, Kranz & Co. from 1931 was more successful. The machine consisted of the main components drill carriage, bracing carriage, cable carriage and loading band (Fig. 1-9). The three-armed cutting wheel was fitted with needles and achieved an average advances of 5 m per shift. Five men were needed to operate the machine. The disadvantages of this machine, which was also used in Hungarian brown coal mining, were considered at the time to be the size, the weight, the poor mobility and the time wasted bringing the machine back. In practice, the machine was used for quickly driving investigation and ventilation headings. The similarity to the TBM built by Whittaker for the Channel Tunnel in the
Figure 1-8
Gallery driving machine "Eiserner Bergmann" 1916/17 from Schmidt, Kranz et al. [145]

Figure 1-9
Gallery cutting machine from Schmidt, Kranz et al., ø 3 m, 1931 [114, 145]
1920s is noticeable (Fig. 1-10). This achieved an average advance speed of 2.7 m/h in a test heading in the lower chalk near Folkestone.

The breakthrough to the development of today’s TBMs did not occur until the 1950s, when the first open gripper TBM with disc cutters as its only tools was developed by the mining engineer James S. Robbins. Preliminary tests driving the Humber sewer tunnel in Toronto showed that, with only disc cutters and with considerably greater working life, the same advance performance could be achieved as with the intended combination of hard metal cutters and discs of the former TBM. Using this TBM in the Humber sewer tunnel, advances
of up to 30 m/d were achieved in sandstone, limestone and clay (Fig. 1-11a). Mechanical tunnelling at this time was primarily concentrated on stable and relatively soft rock. With the growing success of Robbins, further American manufacturers like Hughes, Alkirk-Lawrence, Jarva and Williams began building tunnel boring machines. Machine types still current today like the main beam TBM or the kelly TBM had their origins at this time.

After a slight delay, the development of tunnelling machines was also taken up in Europe. At first, however, different avenues of development were followed. Based on experience in Austrian brown coal mining with the Czech Bata machine [114], the Austrian engineer Wohlmeyer developed undercutting technology with rotating milling wheels (Fig. 1-12a). This technology did not catch on, and nor did that used by the Bade company with the cutting head divide into three contra-rotating rings fitted with

**Figure 1-12**
First European developments of tunnelling machines [170]

a) Wohlmeyer gallery cutting machine SBM 720 (Österreichisch Alpine Montan-Gesellschaft), Ø 3 m, 1958

b) Tunnel boring machine SVM 40 (Bade), operating in coal mining industry, Ø 4 m, 1961
toothed roller borers, which were already outdated at the time of the trial (Fig. 1-12 b). Both types of machine were unsuccessful in tests in the hard rock of the Ruhr, although other Wohlmeyer machines were used successfully for the Albstollen heading and in the subsidiary headings of the Šeikan tunnel [18, 45, 170]. Undercutting technology has been used and further developed over many decades by various manufacturers like Habegger, AtlasCopco, Krupp, IHI and Wirth because of the low thrust force required and the ability to drive non-circular cross-sections. The separation of the Bade TBM into a front section with cutting head and a rear section, which was hydraulically braced by four large pressure plates against the tunnel sides to provide reaction for the boring head carrier, and which is withdrawn after the completed travel of the advance cylinder, is however recognisable in modern double shield machines.

In the 60s, German manufacturers like Demag and Wirth began building tunnel boring machines of North American type. These machines were mainly intended to bore hard rock. Drilling tools from deep boring technology like TCI or toothed bits were mounted on the drilling heads. The developing technology for hardening the disc cutters enabled the use of this type of tool in really hard rock. At the end of the 60s, inclined headings and large tunnel sections were driven for the first time using the reaming method, the development of reamer boring being closely associated with the Murer company (Fig. 1-13).

Progress in the 70s and 80s was directed towards driving in brittle rock and the enlargement of tunnel sections, with the consideration of the stand-up time of the soil/rock becoming particularly important. Encouraged by the successful implementation of a gripper TBM for the Mangla dam project in 1963 with a diameter of 11.17 m, a gripper TBM was also used for the construction of the Heitersberg tunnel (Ø 10.65 m) in Switzerland in 1971. The work necessary to secure the rock with steel installation,
anchors and mesh-reinforced shotcrete however made the hoped-for advance impossible. The required adaptation to the large cross-section was first achieved in 1980 by the modification of the Robbins gripper machine from the Heitersberg tunnel by the Locher und Prader company to a shielded TBM with segmental lining for the advance of the Gubrist tunnel ($\varnothing$ 11.50 m) (Fig. 1-14a). Robbins and Herrenknecht have made shield machines of this type in diameters from 11–12.5 m.

At the same time, Carlo Grandori developed the concept of the double shield TBM and, in collaboration with Robbins, put it into practice for the building of the Sila pressure tunnel ($\varnothing$ 4.32 m) in Italy (Fig. 1-14b). The main intention of the development of this
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**Figure 1-14**
Tunnel boring machine with shield
a) Single shield TBM, Gubrist tunnel, $\varnothing$ 11.50 m, 1980 (Locher/Prader [144])
b) Double shield TBM 144-151, Sila pressure tunnel, $\varnothing$ 4.32 m, 1972 (Robbins [52])
machine was to make the gripper TBM, which had then already proved very effective in appropriate geological conditions, more flexible for use in heterogeneous rock conditions. Since their first use in 1972 and the successful modification of this type of machine, double shield TBMs with customised segmental lining designs have achieved high advance rates under favourable rock conditions and have been made by all the well-known manufacturers, mainly in the medium diameter range. The capability of the double shield TBM design was demonstrated impressively at the end of the 80s in the chalk of the Channel Tunnel, which is favourable for tunnelling. [100].

Alongside the development of the TBM with shield, the manufacturers of open gripper TBMs began to investigate possibilities of improving their machines to enable any necessary lining to be installed earlier. Shotcrete around the machine was tested. The state of progress with large diameter TBMs today is the installation of lining elements immediately behind the boring shield or partial areas of the shield and the systematic installation of rock anchors. With smaller tunnel boring machines, the body of the machine obstructs the installation of lining around the machine using mechanical equipment with the result that where lining has to be installed quickly, this has to be done by hand with a corresponding reduction of the advance rate.

The development of gripper TBMs at the moment is to enable the early mechanical installation of the lining around the machine in order to improve the boring performance by reducing the time taken to install the measures to secure the tunnel sides. Further reductions of the boring time would only lead to a marginal increase of advance rates, as today’s TBMs already have availability rates of 80–90%.

For future development of tunnel driving with gripper TBMs, it is necessary to adapt the design of linings intended for conventional tunnelling to the special requirements of TBM tunnelling. The fear of a shield TBM jamming fast, which is repeatedly expressed, and the problem of rigid lining also demand innovative developments, although no such case is known for relevant single-shield TBMs.
The route from the ancestors of the modern TBM described here to modern high-technology machines was long, often arduous and even dangerous. To describe the early designs individually in more detail would exceed the space available for this book. Interested readers are recommended the reference book by Barbara Stack [159], which goes into the history of patents in TBM tunnelling in detail. Current developments and innovations are dealt with extensively in the following chapters.